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!3y using “ I nutually disjcW Steiner system S(5.X. 24)s we show the existence of a generalized 
Room square GRS(4.24) of dimension 9. 
A generalized Room square of del:ree k and order n, denoted by GRS(k, r;), is 
an (;-‘:)X (L-1) array where each cell is empty or contains a k-set from an n-set X, 
where each element of X occurs exactly once in each row and column of the array, 
and where each k-set of X appears exactly once in the array (see [2j). 
Let K “, be the complete k-uniform n -hypergraph, i.e. K “, is a hypergraph whose 
vertices are an n-set X and whose edges are ah k -subsets of X. A i-factor of K t is a 
set of edges which partition X, here of necessity k 1 n. A l-factorization of Ki is a 
partition of all the edges into l-factors (simply factors). Two I-factorizations 9 and 
$ of Ki are orrhogonai if two distinct k-sets of X belong to difierent factors of 9 
whenever they occur in the same factor of 9. Rosa [2] has shown that a GRS(k, n) 
exists if and only if there is a pair of orthogonal l-factorizations of K4,. We shall 
define a GRS(k, n) of dimension d to be equivalent to d rnutuatiy orthogonal 
I-factofizations 9:, 9-, . . . , iiFd of KE. Then a k-set S occuring in the factors 
Fi#, E 9,. ’ = 1 , . . . , d is assigned the coordinate (jl, jZ, . . . , jd). Projection to any two 
coordinates yields an ordinary GRS(k, n) and projection to any c dimensions yields 
a GRS(k, n) of dimension c. Our definition agrees with [4, p. 1031 when k = 2. 
Renal! that a Steiner system S(r, k, u) is a system $8 of blocks of size k from a 
u-set X such that any r-se1 of X occurs just once amongst he biocks of 9. CorCder 
an S(S,& 24) with blocks 9 from a 24-set X. Let T be a tetrad (unordered set 01; 
four eiements) of X. If % E X, x 6 T then 7’ U {x} determines a unique block 
B (TI x ) E .$& Hence x sl 7’ determines other tetrads disjoint from T. it is a basic 
property of an S(5,8,24) (see [3]) that if T,, Tz are two such tetrads complementary 
to T with T, f TZ, then TI n T2 = 0 and T, U Tz is also a b!ock in zB. Hence T 
determines 5 other tetrads which together with T partition X, i.e. these 6 tetrads 
form a t-factor of K&. Funher, any tetrad of X is in a unique such factor and hence 
our S(!i,&, 24) determines a X-factorization @ of K”,. Suppose there is a second 
S(5, $, 24) with blocks 9 I disjoint from 9. Let $ be the 1-i’actorization determined 
by ~$3~. &pposc! dr, V are tetrads in the same factor of 9. Then U U V’ E 3 and 
91 
It is welt known that thcp_e exist wo mutually disjoint S(S, 8,24)%, in fact in 11 J at 
least 9 mutually disjoint S(S, S, 24)‘s ai3 &awn Ifs exist, Hsnce we can Construct 9 
mutually orthopnal l-f=torizations of K‘& and w a GRS(4,24) of dimensisn 9 
exists. 
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